Class Focus: 1E

It has been a very busy Term 2 and students of 1E have been working so hard and enjoying themselves, too! Testing and reports have been completed for this semester and the class had such a settled approach during the testing weeks they all did a wonderful job. On Friday 13th June, all of infants enjoyed the Tabloids Day and earned points for their Sporting House. Last Friday was the Infants Athletics Carnival and all students from 1E who came on the day participated and ran their little hearts out, showing great sportsmanship. Well done to Elsie from 1E who won age champion at the carnival!

1E have been working very hard on their writing this term and have written some very interesting pieces from the point of view of a crab and the point of view of the Big Bad Wolf. The class had a focus on the story ‘Looking for Crabs’ by Bruce Whatley and also wrote some very clever information reports about crabs, did some beautiful crab paintings and made some very cute paper plate crabs.

1E are getting very clever with their writing and are learning to publish/edit their own work.

Miss Eriksson

1E students Jacob, Jack, TJ, Sharmyra, Tyler, Kaiser and Myah ready for the Infants Tabloids day.

Elise with Astroids House champion trophy.

Class display

If I was a crab.... by Bryce.

A crab in a rock pool by Myah.